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General overview 
 
Between the end of last year and the beginning of January 2021 vaccination campaigns started in Europe and America, 
and they have intensified in Russia and Asia which started earlier. The eyes of the whole world are focused on the 
policies implemented by individual countries to contain the lasting effects of COVID-19, the local strategies to achieve 
the much-desired immunity as quickly as possible thanks to the vaccines available, and on the effects that it will have 
on their respective economies. 
On 5 January, in its Global Economic Prospects report the World Bank stated that the global economy is expected to 
expand 4% in 2021, assuming an initial COVID-19 vaccine rollout becomes widespread throughout the year. However, 
the recovery will likely be subdued unless policy makers move decisively to tame the pandemic and implement 
investment-enhancing reforms. While the global economy is growing again after a 4.3% contraction in 2020, the 
pandemic has had a heavy toll on economies. Top near-term policy priorities are controlling the spread of COVID-19 
and ensuring rapid and widespread vaccine deployment. To support economic recovery, authorities also need to 
facilitate a re-investment cycle aimed at sustainable growth that is less dependent on government debt. 
 
Policymakers need to continue to sustain the recovery, gradually shifting from income support to growth-enhancing 
policies. In the longer run, in emerging market and developing economies, policies to improve health and education 
services, digital infrastructure, climate resilience and business and governance practices will help mitigate the economic 
damage caused by the pandemic, reduce poverty and advance shared prosperity.  
In the context of weak fiscal positions and elevated debt, institutional reforms to spur organic growth are particularly 
important. In the past, the growth dividends from reform efforts were recognised by investors in upgrades to their 
long-term growth expectations and increased investment flows. 
 
Central banks in some emerging market and developing economies have employed asset purchase programmes in 
response to pandemic-induced financial market pressures, in many cases for the first time. When targeted at market 
failures, these programmes appear to have helped stabilise financial markets during the initial stages of the crisis.  
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Quick overview of the main countries where Mikro Kapital is active 
 
Russia 
The government increased the cost of the National Economic Recovery Plan to RUB 6.4 trillion. The total cost of the 
2020 fiscal package is currently estimated at about 3½ per cent of GDP— 4½ per cent if debt guarantees and capital 
injections are also included. 
 
The value of Russia’s gold reserves passed its USD holdings for the first time in history last year. Central Bank publishing 
data of June at beginning of January. 
At the end of H1 2020, Russia held $128.5 billion in gold, representing 22.9% of Moscow’s total international reserves 
and almost $4 billion more than the value of US dollars in its reserves. 
Over the last three years Russia has aggressively shifted its foreign reserves out of US dollars and into gold and other 
currencies, such as the Chinese yuan. The data shows Russia’s total international reserves stood at $561 billion at the 
end of June 2020. After the 2014-2016 economic crisis, Moscow started buying up foreign currencies with profits on its 
oil exports, building up a substantial rainy-day fund. While the dollar is the world’s preeminent reserve currency, 
making up more than 60% of all foreign currency reserves globally according to International Monetary Fund (IMF) 
data, the euro is Russia’s top reserve holding, with more than $165 billion on account. 
 
While the vaccination campaign continues in the country, the Russian Direct Investment Fund has applied for 
authorisation of Russia's Sputnik V coronavirus vaccine in the European Union. The European Medicines Agency (EMA) 
established a scientific opinion procedure for the vaccine developers on 19 January and is due to begin the formal 
approval process in February. 
Turkmenistan became the first Central Asian republic to register Russia's Sputnik V coronavirus vaccine, the Russian 
Direct Investment Fund announced Monday. 
Russia's republic of Bashkortostan is set to become the first region to introduce immunity passports for residents with 
COVID-19 antibodies starting February, Bashkortostan Governor Radiy Khabirov announced Monday, 18 January.   
 

 
Romania 
A new centre-right government led by former finance minister Florin Citu was appointed at the end of December. 
The European Commission forecasts 3.3% GDP growth in Romania in 2021. Growth is expected to accelerate to 3.8% in 
2022. 
The industrial recovery depends on the resumption of activity in Europe and the latest developments are encouraging. 
The sector of services to households, encompassing hospitality and retail, is expected to recover in the second half of 
2021. Construction, IT&C and real estate are likely to remain significant growth drivers in 2021. 
The new government has promised credible fiscal and budgetary strategies and thorough institutional reforms in the 
public sector to support them. The first steps (freezing wages in the public sector) were cautious and close to austerity, 
but the detailed 2021 budget is expected for early February. 
 
The Romanian banking system’s net profit contracted by 10.5% y/y to €936mn in January-September 2020 — which is 
an outstanding performance considering that repayments were suspended for loans accounting for 15% of the bank 
loans portfolio since April-May. Furthermore, the non-performing loan (NPL) rate as at the end of September 2020, 
4.1%, was lower than one year earlier — also reflecting the facilities extended by banks. 
 
Belarus 
Belarus's GDP is projected to grow by 21.5% by 2025 according to the country’s Economy Minister Aleksandr 
Chervyakov, who presented Belarus's social and economic development programme for 2021-2025 to the media in 
mid-January. "We expect the GDP to expand by 21.5% over the five-year period. Real disposable incomes are 
forecasted to increase by 20%, investments by 22%", he noted. Belarus's commodity and service exports are predicted 
to exceed $50 billion. The state will continue to maintain a social focus, the main goal of which is to increase people's 
well-being. The emphasis will be placed on income, prices, employment, housing affordability and high-tech healthcare 
and education services”, the minister said. 

In 2020 the Development Bank of the Republic of Belarus (DBRB) channelled BYR 268 million into supporting small and 
medium private enterprises. A total of 1,168 projects were financed. The geography of financing covered virtually the 
entire country thanks to a well-developed network of partner banks participating in the programme to financially 
support SMEs.  



  

In 2021 the economy is expected to recover somewhat, although heightened uncertainty stemming from ongoing 
political instability could hamper investment, clouding the outlook. FocusEconomics panellists project that the economy 
will expand 2.0% in 2021. In 2022, the economy is also expected to grow 2.0%. The panellists believe that industrial 
production will increase 1.0% in 2021. In 2022, industrial output is expected to increase by 2.7%. 

Kazakhstan 
The second wave of the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic appears not to have affected Kazakhstan to the same extent 
as other nations. Kazakhstan currently has no plans to implement a third nationwide lockdown and has instead focused 
on implementing regionalised restrictions. Kazakh Health Minister Alexey Tsoy alluded to the possibility of a lockdown 
in the commercial capital of Almaty in mid-January 2021. The country’s second national lockdown in July-August was 
not as strict as those of other nations. As the government fears crippling the retail sector, any new lockdowns may 
follow a similar model.  
In mid-December the government announced it had completed the first and second phases of clinical trials of a locally 
developed vaccine called QazCovid-in. A more significant third phase is said to have begun and officials are 
optimistically predicting the population could start getting shots before too long. “Mass vaccination with the domestic 
vaccine will begin in March 2021”, Prime Minister Askar Mamin has said. 
 
The January 2021 parliamentary elections confirmed the existing balance of power, with the ruling Nur Otan (Radiant 
Fatherland) political party controlling the lower house of parliament (Majilis). 
 
Economic output should rebound in 2021 as external demand rebounds and oil prices recover somewhat. International 
observers expect Kazakhstan’s economy to bounce back to growth of somewhere between 3.5%-4.5% y/y in 2021. For 
instance, the World Bank’s latest forecasts see the Kazakh economy contracting by 2.5% in 2020 and recovering with 
3.5% growth in 2021. 
 
 
Tajikistan 
After achieving GDP growth of 7.5% in 2019, Tajikistan will likely record only a 1% expansion in coronavirus-afflicted 
2020 according to the latest forecast of the International Monetary Fund (IMF) published in October. However, it 
projects a bounce-back to 6% in 2021. 
The Asian Development Bank (ADB) anticipates a 2020 contraction of 0.5% and 6% growth in 2021. The European Bank 
for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) predicts GDP will fall by 1% in 2020 and rise by 3% in 2021. 
In its 2020-21 Transition Report, the EBRD said: “The government has focused its limited crisis response resources on 
healthcare, food security, targeted support of vulnerable households, and tax benefits to SMEs. Low-income 
households received cash transfers, and firms were granted tax holidays, free rent of state property, property tax 
exemptions and postponements of non-tax audits. Tajikistan received a comprehensive foreign aid package. This 
includes $189.5mn in emergency financing from the International Monetary Fund (IMF), a $52.5mn grant from the 
Asian Development Bank, a $11.3mn grant from the World Bank, and debt relief of $50mn under the G20 debt service 
suspension initiative”. 
 
On 20 January, members of the Majlisi Namoyandagon (Tajikistan’s lower chamber of parliament) voted for ratification 
of a grant agreement stipulated by the government of Tajikistan and the Asian Development Bank (ADB) in October of 
last year.   
The Asian Development Bank will award a $30 million grant for implementation of this project. The grant is 
accompanied by an additional $1.5 million grant from the Japan Fund for Information and Communication Technology, 
to be administered by ADB. The Government of Tajikistan will provide $3 million for implementation of this project. 
The “Tajikistan: Skills and Employability Enhancement Project” aims to strengthen the skills of the country’s youth, 
women, and labour migrants to improve their employability and wages, and enhance the capacity of employment and 
migration agencies. 
 
Uzbekistan 
Despite the impact of the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic, Uzbekistan is still set to see positive growth amounting to 
0.7% in 2020, increasing to 5.0% in 2021 according to the update of the International Monetary Fund’s World Economic 
Outlook. 
 
The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) published a report on its activities in Uzbekistan in 
2020. During the year Central Asia’s most populated country received funds from the lender amounting to $521mn. 



  

The funds were pledged to 18 projects to support the country’s banking sector, SMEs’ access to finance, the upgrading 
of key infrastructure and the promotion of renewable energy development. 
 
A trade finance package of $220mn was made available to the National Bank of Uzbekistan, Asaka Bank, Ipoteka Bank 
and UzPromstroybank. It helped Uzbek exporters and importers mitigate disruptions that severe market conditions 
caused in trade and supply chains. Meanwhile, Bank Ipak Yuli, the country’s major private lender, received a trade 
finance limit increase of $5mn under the EBRD’s Trade Facilitation Programme.  
 
SMEs create around 50% of Uzbekistan’s GDP and employ almost 80% of the country’s workforce. SME-earmarked 
loans worth almost $100mn were provided to Asaka Bank, Ipoteka Bank, Bank Ipak Yuli and Davr Bank by the EBRD and 
a $40mn loan was provided to UzPromstroybank for lending to Uzbekistan’s growing private sector. 
 
Loans of up to $12mn under the EBRD’s Central Asian Women in Business programme were extended to Ipoteka Bank 
and Davr Bank to support women-led SME businesses across Uzbekistan, while 36 immediate digital transition advisory 
projects focused on e-learning, e-marketing, cost optimisation, digitisation and online sales were offered to SMEs in 
sectors affected by lockdown measures. 
 
Armenia 
According to the January 2021 edition of the World Bank’s Global Economic Prospects, Armenia can expect growth of 
3.1% in 2021. After beating expectations by achieving a GDP expansion of 7.6% in 2019, Armenia could see a 2020 
contraction as stark as 8%, the report added. The previous forecast in the June edition foresaw a decline of 2.8%. The 
World Bank warned of the additional economic damage that could be caused this year by an unravelling of the truce 
between Yerevan and Baku. 
 
In mid-December, the International Monetary Fund (IMF), which predicted Armenian growth of 3.5% in 2021, said in a 
note: “The Armenian economy has been hit hard by the worst military confrontation since the early 1990s and a large 
second wave of the COVID-19 infections. Nonetheless, the authorities have responded promptly with healthcare and 
anti-crisis measures to limit the pandemic’s impact while protecting vulnerable groups and safeguarding sustainability, 
as well as macroeconomic and financial stability”. 
 
The forecasts of the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (EBRD) for Armenian GDP in 2020 and 2021 
predict a 5% contraction followed by a 4% rebound, with the recovery “subject to considerable uncertainty related to 
the future path of the pandemic”. 
 
Moldova 
The IMF forecast Moldova's economy would shrink by 4.5% in 2020 but rise by 4.1% in 2021. The Fund's October 
projection is thus significantly more optimistic than the World Bank's updated forecast, which envisages a 7.2% 
contraction in 2020 followed by a 3.8% recovery in 2021. 
The banking system as a whole posted weaker profitability in 2020 as the banks set aside provisions to address the 
expected deterioration in the quality if their loan portfolios. However, the return on assets (ROA) remained at a safe 
level of over 1.7% (annualised) in January-October 2020 from 2.6% in the same period of 2019. 
 
On 20 January the term of implementation of the strategy of developing the management of public money 2013-2020 
was extended for two years. It includes new measures, such as: (i) development of the current information systems of 
public money management, of fiscal and customs administration, as well as elaboration of new systems/modules; (ii) 
development of systems for assessing the quality of services provided in the fiscal and customs sector, in the opinion of 
citizens and economic agents; (iii) implementation of modern programmes on training staff in the field of internal 
audits and public procurement. 

 
Overview of Mikro Kapital's activities 
By the end of December we recorded higher than average sustainability of our client segment in the countries where 
we are active thanks to their focus on real economy sectors together with their capacity to adapt quickly to market 
turbulence. These results improved and stabilised the quality of the loan portfolio with a positive trend. 
Despite the health and economic crisis that has hit the whole world, Mikro Kapital has achieved important goals that 
will allow us to face the future with confidence. 
At the beginning of the year we had set ourselves very ambitious growth targets and undoubtedly the outbreak of the 
pandemic between February and March took everyone by surprise. But thanks to the reactivity of our management and 



  

of all the members of the Mikro Kapital family, we promptly implemented new strategies, policies, procedures and 
technologies that made it possible to maintain the activity of our offices and to achieve positive results in 2020. 
Total investments in our funds, Mikro Fund and Alternative, increased by over €80 million to €587.5 million as at 31 
December 2020. Furthermore, our investors increased the duration of their exposures by preferring longer-term bonds 
(36 months), therefore with higher coupons compared to shorter-term ones (11 months). 
 
The trend of the PAR30 and PAR90 indicators, which describe the suffering of the underlying portfolio and the delay in 
the payment of loan instalments of up to 30 and 90 days, has allowed for a close monitoring of the impact of the 
pandemic and related lockdowns on Mikro Kapital's underlying investments. 
We summarised the PAR trends in the previous newsletters, followed by an update last month: a slight increase in 
these indicators was seen in April, followed by a return to normality at the end of May and a further reduction in June, 
even below the levels of the previous pre-COVID period (March). In June, July and August these values did not show any 
significant changes. In September we saw a further decrease of PAR30 and PAR90 of the underlying investments and in 
October this trend was confirmed. November saw a slight increase, in particular of PAR30, but basically it is in line with 
normal trends. December confirmed the positive trend showing a substantial reduction of both indicators. 
 
Below are some of our latest accomplishments. 
According to results at the end of December Mikro Kapital (Russia) and National Leasing (Russia) achieved a new record 
of monthly disbursements. 
After successful placement of its debut bond issue on the Belarus market in December 2020, Mikro Leasing Belarus was 
able to register a new issues of bonds at Minsk Stock Exchange. Two new bond issues for a total of around €1.25mn 
were additionally subscribed in January 2021. 
In December 2020 Mikro Kapital IFN SA (Romania) recorded historical maximum monthly disbursed loans (€1.99mn). 
The digital channel for online loan applications grew rapidly in January 2021, collecting twice the online applications 
received in Q4 2020 when the product was launched. Online lending will allow growing the business without additional 
expenses for network expansion within the country. 
Mikro Kapital Company (Moldova) launched a partnership with the Dutch crowdfunding platform “Lendahand”. The 
first transactions were placed on the platform and raised €300k in funds from European investors to finance the 
projects of Mikro Kapital Company, providing working capital to 35 entrepreneurs from the Republic of Moldova. The 
proceeds will go to SMEs in sectors like agriculture, trade and transport services.  
In Q4 2020 Mikro Leasing Uzbekistan started operations in the country’s largest cities – Samarkand, Bukhara, and 
Namangad – in the form of representative offices. These geographic expansions were so successful that at beginning of 
February the company will transform its representative office in Samarkand (the second largest city of Uzbekistan after 
the capital Tashkent) into fully operational branches of Mikro Leasing Uzbekistan.  
Sharing Company Anytime completed the purchase of 20 more Nissan X-Trail cars and 38 new cars of different brands 
(Audi, VW, Toyota, Lexus). 
According to December results Delimobil broke a new record – the highest revenue per month since the year it was 
founded. Special travel rates during the New Year holidays, which in Russia end after 11 January, and expanded travel 
zones with Delimobil cars in all Russian cities in January were successfully launched. In total, Delimobil’s coverage area 
was expanded to 470 Russian cities and resorts, and Delimobil clients have made more than 3,000 intercity trips.  
A regional development strategy was implemented based on a large-scale marketing campaign aimed at boosting the 
number of new customers in St. Petersburg after fleet expansion. Initial results achieved an absolute record in revenue 
per day in the city and new records in customer spending in Saint Petersburg.  
The Delimobil app was upgraded to improve customer interaction, adding marketing discounts in tariff cards, 
notifications of methane cars and on customer rating/achievement changes. Moreover, a feedback application was 
created for efficient communication with customers (result: 700 new requests per day). 
 
 
 

  



 

 
 
 
KEY CHARACTERISTICS of Mikro Fund and ALTERNATIVE as at 31 December 2020 
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Weighted PAR30 of 
the controlled entities 

4.14% 1.78% 6.57% 1.73% 6.53% 0.75% 6.79% 1.76% 4.36% 1.24% 2.13% 1.55% 2.20% 1.66% 2.65% 1.27% 2.11% 2.53% 4.16% 2.35% 

Weighted PAR90 of 
the controlled entities 

2.16% 1.58% 5.14% 1.50% 5.21% 0.20% 4.12% 1.26% 1.97% 0.28% 1.23% 1.53% 1.31% 1.21% 1.34% 0.92% 0.86% 0.34% 1.97% 1.85% 

NPLs at the fund level 0.85% 0.00% 1.57% 0.00% 1.61% 0.00% 1.61% 0.00% 1.30% 0.00% 0.94% 0.00% 0.89% 0.00% 0.87% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

 

  Jun-18 Sep-18 Dec-18 Mar-19 Jun-19 Sep-19 Dec-19 Mar-20 Apr-20 May-20 

Weighted PAR30 of 
the controlled entities 

3.34% 2.17% 2.74% 2.27% 2.06% 1.56% 3.15% 1.88% 2.66% 2.26% 4.95% 3.64% 5.04% 3.74% 6.35% 3.84% 8.33% 5.41% 6.81% 4.58% 

Weighted PAR90 of 
the controlled entities 

1.56% 1.49% 1.32% 1.26% 0.84% 0.61% 1.13% 0.79% 1.28% 0.86% 2.51% 2.54% 3.87% 2.59% 3.90% 2.68% 5.40% 2.65% 3.20% 2.62% 

NPLs at the fund level 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

 

  
Jun-20 Jul-20 Aug-20  Sep-20 

 
Oct-20 

 
Nov-20 

 
Dec-20 

 
Weighted PAR30 of 
the controlled entities 

5.52% 3.58% 5.18% 3.82% 5.1% 3.7% 4.8% 3.4% 3.3% 3.3% 3.8% 3.6% 3.4% 2.4% 

Weighted PAR90 of 
the controlled entities 

3.53% 2.69% 3.73% 2.29% 3.69% 2.34% 3.7% 2.3% 2.2% 2.1% 2.4% 2.0% 2.2% 1.8% 

NPLs at the fund level 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

 


